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Chapter 1 : Buy Adobe Animate CC | Flash and 2D animation software
To add animation effects to a PDF file, export a selection as a SWF file from InDesign and place that SWF file in the
InDesign document. Place the object you want to animate in your document. In the Animation panel (Window >
Interactive > Animation), choose a motion preset from the Preset menu.

Imagine how easy it will be to teach and learn new concepts if they were animated! Adobe InDesign, with
great interactive features, empowers you to make your content engaging. You can not only move objects
across a page, but also make them grow, shrink, fade, rotate, and spin. InDesign offers you the flexibility to
use the available presets to create animations, modify their properties, and customize the paths along which
you want to move your objects. Add to this the ease with which you can publish the content online. Keeping
the target audience restless little kids in mind, we have used a variety of simple animations to make learning
fun. Want to know how we animated these objects? Just follow these steps! In the New Document dialog box,
choose Web as the Intent from the drop-down menu. After opening the document, choose Digital Publishing
from the workspace switcher in the Application bar. Add the text and graphics to your document. You can add
motion presets, edit settings, and modify the properties of the animated object, such as opacity and
transformations, using this panel. Select the object you want to animate using the Selection tool. Enter a name
for the object you want to animate in the Animation panel. In this example, the ball bounces when you click
the page. Choose On Page Click from the Events drop-down menu. After you choose a preset, the On Page
Load option is selected by default. To avoid the selection of multiple events, deselect undesired options. Click
the Preview icon in the Animation panel to see the outcome. When you select the object to which you have
applied a motion preset, the motion path starting from the center of the object appears. To edit this path, select
it using the Selection tool. Now, use the Direct Selection tool to adjust the end points of the motion path.
Enable the Show Animation Proxy option at the bottom of the Animation panel to display the proxy at the end
of the motion path. Let the duration remain 3. The prefix Custom appears in the default preset name if any
setting in the Animation panel is modified. For instance, we have animated the wings of one honey bee, saved
this animation as a preset, and then applied the saved preset to animate the wings of other honey bees on the
page. Later, we have animated the honey bees to fly along a customized motion path. The order of the
animations was controlled using the Timing panel. Save a custom motion preset and apply it on multiple
objects Group the wings of each honey bee. Select the wings of the honey bee on the page. Choose Disappear
from the Preset drop-down menu in the Animation panel. Set the Duration of the animation to 0. Select the
Loop option in the Animation panel. Choose Save from the panel menu to save the current motion preset.
Saved presets are listed above the default presets in the list of available presets. Create a motion path Group
the honey bee with its respective wings. Draw a motion path using the Pen tool as shown in the screenshot
below. Click the Convert To Motion Path icon in the Animation panel to transform the drawn path into a
motion path. The path created using the Pen tool loses its stroke color and weight after you convert it into a
motion path. Additionally, the motion path appears as a green line with small dots and an arrow at one of the
end indicating the direction of the path. When you click the Convert to Motion Path icon, the path aligns itself
with the center of the selected object. Adjust the duration of the animation in the Animation panel. In this
example, we have set the duration to 1. Change the orientation point of the animation proxy to direct the
object along the motion path. In this example, we have adjusted the angle to 59 degrees in the Rotate box.
Select the Hide Until Animated option. Objects with the same event selected from the Animation panel are
displayed together in the Timing panel. You can choose the desired option from the Event s drop-down menu.
Here, we want the honey bees to fly in one after the other. Click the Play Together icon in the lower-right
corner of the panel. Repeat these steps for the remaining honey bees. Click the Preview icon in the Animation
panel or the Timing panel. Publish the document You can save your document as an InDesign file. For more
information, see Publish Online. Some tips that come handy while animating objects in InDesign You should
accurately name the objects that you want to animate in the Animation panel. This helps you to easily arrange
the order of animations in the Timing panel. To reapply the same animation settings to other objects, you can
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save a custom animation as a preset. Choose Save from the Animation panel menu. When you choose options
from the Event s drop-down menu in the Animation panel, more than one event can be selected for a particular
animation. To ensure that you select the desired option, deselect the default option. To export animations to a
PDF document, follow the steps below: Browse and select the saved SWF file. Preview the animations in
Acrobat and save the file on your computer. The examples in this blog post are simple illustrations to get you
started with animations in InDesign. Play with the presets and properties in the Animation panel and the
Timing panel and explore endless possibilities! Share the links of your documents with us in the Comments
section. Share the post "Create animations using Adobe InDesign".
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Chapter 2 : Hello! Is it possible to have multiple animatio | Adobe Community
Can an animation created in Adobe Animate (HTML canvas) be imported into an InDesign book that will be published
online? I have animations I want for my book that I can only create using Adobe Animate.

However, the creative world has evolved at an unprecedented rate since then and, as many of us have found,
clients are frequently commissioning work for screen rather than print. The real bonus is that the workflow
will be intuitive to any InDesign veteran, and even newcomers can get to grips with the tools quickly. Click
here to download the support files 3. This resets the workspace to its original defaults so that there are no extra
menus open to distract you. Movement graphics headline 02 Open up shakespeare. Preset animation 03 Click
the Preset menu to reveal the array of preset animations Adobe has provided. Check that Event s is set to On
Page Load. Leave the rest of the settings at their defaults. This is the motion path, and shows the direction the
animation will follow. To make the animation run, press the Play triangle icon in the bottom left-hand corner
of the Preview pane. You should see the text move in from the left. The default Preview pane is very small, so
grab the bottom left-hand corner and drag it out to get a decent sized window. Select the text frame holding the
sonnet, and open up the Animation panel. Then reduce the Duration to 0. Covert buttion 06 Next, using the
Selection tool black arrow , select the circular icon with the number XIX inside. This is going to be our button.
Click on [Rollover] to create a second state. Clicking between the two states should now show a button that
changes opacity on rollover. Roll over event 08 Now that we have our button, we need to give it something to
do. These are the instances that will trigger an event. Some of the actions will only export to Flash, some only
to PDF and some to both. Preview 10 Now launch the Preview panel to ensure all your animations are correct.
The headline text should fly in from the left, the button should highlight on rollover and the sonnet should fade
in and out when you roll on or off the XIX button. This is the option that we want. Leave the rest of the
defaults, but in the Advanced panel make sure that Text is set to Flash Classic, and that the Image Handling
Resolution is set to 72ppi. Click OK and your default browser will launch with the Flash file ready and
waiting.
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Chapter 3 : Create animations using Adobe InDesign | Adobe Content Corner
Exporting InDesign animations. Today, the main use of InDesign animations is for fixed layout ePubs. With animations,
childrens' books can have animated characters, travel books can show routes along maps, and textbooks can show
various articles on a single page.

Buy now The next page in layout design. The industry-leading page design software and layout app lets you
create, preflight, and publish beautiful documents for print and digital media. Choose a plan Standout layouts.
Whether you work in print or digital media, InDesign can help you create layouts that leap off the page.
Design everything from stationery, flyers, and posters to brochures, annual reports, magazines, and books.
With professional layout and typesetting tools, you can create multicolumn pages that feature stylish
typography and rich graphics, images, and tables. And you can prep your documents for printing in just a few
clicks. Create digital magazines, eBooks, and interactive online documents that draw people in with audio,
video, slideshows, and animations. Design faster and smarter with tools built for collaboration. InDesign
integrates seamlessly with Adobe InCopy CC, so you can work on layouts simultaineously with writers and
editors. Import comments and edits from PDFs to see all your feedback. And share text, colors, graphics, and
more with team members through Creative Cloud Libraries. See what new can do. InDesign is always getting
better, with new features rolling out regularly. And with your Creative Cloud membership, you get them as
soon as we release them. Here are some of the latest updates. PDF comment import Now when you create a
PDF, comments added to the file can be imported back into the app for review. Now when you change the size
of your document, your text and graphics reconfigure automatically. Properties panel A new, more intuitive
interface makes it easier than ever to access the right controls, right when you need them. Content-Aware Fit
Automatically resize and fit images to remain in focus with a new feature powered by Adobe Sensei
technology. Getting started is fast and easy. Our step-by-step tutorials cover everything from the basics to
advanced techniques. Creative Cloud All Apps.
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Chapter 4 : Buy Adobe InDesign CC | Desktop publishing software and online publisher
Click the pop-up menu next to the "Preset" option on the animation panel and select an animation. The frame will now
have a green line indicating the direction and effect you have applied. Step#5.

Buy now A new age for animation. Design interactive vector and bitmap animations for games, apps, and the
web. Bring cartoons and banner ads to life. And add action to tutorials and infographics. With Animate CC,
you can quickly publish to multiple platforms and reach viewers on desktop, mobile, and TV. Choose a plan
Animate just about anything. Get your game on. Create interactive web-based content for games and ads using
powerful illustration and animation tools. Build game environments, design start screens and interfaces, create
interactive player sprites, and even integrate audio. With Animate, you can do all your asset design and coding
right inside the app. Create characters that come alive. Sketch and draw more expressive characters with
pressure- and tilt-sensitive vector brushes that work like the real thing. Make your characters blink, talk, and
walk with simple frame-by-frame animation. And create interactive web banners that respond to user
interactions such as mouse movement, touch, and clicks. Publish to any platform. You can include code right
inside your projects and even add actions without having to code. See what new can do. Animate is always
getting better, with new features rolling out regularly. And with your Creative Cloud membership, you get
them as soon as we release them. Here are some of the latest updates.
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Chapter 5 : Motion Paths > Working with Animations in Adobe InDesign CC
Back in InDesign CS5, Adobe added a very cool Animation panel to InDesign that allowed users to animate content on a
page. Unfortunately the timing of this feature was not so great due to the fact that InDesign could only output these
animations to Adobe Flash in the form of blog.quintoapp.com file. So for.

February 8, by John Harris The charm of animation has always attracted me, just like many others whom I
know. No doubt, we all like watching a good animation every now and then. And the idea of a moving cartoon
around the screen is still a source of great pleasure for all of us. The Adobe InDesign offers some great presets
to create a good animation. Further, in this article, you will learn how to create animation in Adobe InDesign.
Creating good animations is as fun as watching them. There are a number of design parameters that allow the
user to create a good animation. There are objects, path settings, and timers to help you execute the animation.
It allows you to create new documents with all the animation you need. There are several effects and objects to
play around. It is part of the fun of creating an animation. These files are created with an extension of. This
leads to the deletion or loss of these files. When a situation arises, you must be equipped with the solution to
recover deleted and lost. Here are some of the important points to guide you through the process of animation:
Create Animation File To create a new form for the animation, you need to open a fresh document. Move
Your Objects There are several motions presets in the tool that are default settings for the movement of objects
in the form. This panel provides with a number of options for the animation. It allows you to change the
opacity, size and other properties of animated objects. Use the selection tool to choose the object for
animation. Select a motion from the Preset Dropdown â€” This will allow you to apply preset motions to the
object. An event window appears on the interface which has some options like duration, playtime, speed etc.
Click Preview and watch the animation. Select the Motion path that is displayed on the object and define it
using the selection tool. You can adjust all the motion path with the use of this selection tool. Change the
duration from default. Making animation with the help of these presets is easy in the Adobe InDesign. There
are a number of functions you can browse through the wide menu. Most of the animations have an object and
a predefined motion path. This predefined motion path has a defined motion which collectively makes a basic
animation. February 8th, by John Harris Also Read:
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Chapter 6 : How to export an animated .PDF from InDesign? - Graphic Design Stack Exchange
This InDesign tutorial goes into one of the most interesting aspects of InDesign: the animation abilities. Not many people
think of Adobe InDesign as the go-to program for animation, and that's because it really isn't, but it is useful for small
jobs within your InDesign work.

This section will show you the controls that let you create this type of animation. The primary controls for
working with animated objects require the use of the Animation panel. To open the Animation panel: The
Animation panel appears. The Animation panel contains the controls for applying motion to objects on a page.
To add animation to an object: With the object selected, choose one of the motion presets from the Preset list.
This applies an animation to the object as indicated by the Animation icon. The Animation Preset menu
contains the preset motions and effects you can apply to objects. TIP The butterfly image in the Animation
panel displays a preview of the action of the animation. If desired, use the Name field to change the generic
name of the object into something more descriptive. This is especially helpful if you have many animated
objects on the spread. To set the events that prompt the animation: Use the Event s list to choose what mouse
or page actions trigger the animation: On Page Load starts the animation when the page is visible. On Page
Click starts the animation when the mouse clicks anywhere on the page. On Click Self starts the animation
when the object is clicked. On Roll Over Self starts the animation when the mouse moves over the area of the
object. Use the Event s menu to set what mouse or page actions trigger the animation. To set the timing and
speed settings: Use the Duration field to choose for how long in seconds the animation plays. Use the Play
field to choose how many times the animation repeats. Select Loop to have the animation repeat endlessly.
Use the Speed list to choose how the motion accelerates or decelerates. None keeps a constant speed
throughout the animation. Ease In starts slowly and speeds up. Ease Out starts at a constant speed and slows
down at the end. Ease In and Out starts slowly, remains constant for a while, and then slows down. Use the
Speed menu to set choose how the motion accelerates or decelerates. The InDesign team figured rightly that
people would want to quickly make buttons that can play animated objects. To create a button to control an
animated object: Select the animated object. Click the Create button trigger icon in the Animation panel. Use
the Create Button Trigger icon to quickly set a button to prompt an animated object. Click the object that you
want to act as a button to play the animation. The object is converted into a button if necessary and the
controls to play the animation are applied. TIP You can then make any modifications to the button in the
Buttons panel. If you no longer want an object to be animated, you can convert it back into an ordinary object.
To remove the animation applied to an object: Click the Remove Animation icon in the Animation panel.
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Chapter 7 : Animation in InDesign - InDesignTutorials
When you create an animation inside InDesign, you can't just export your layout to an interactive PDF and expect your
animation to work. In order for an animation to work in a PDF you need to export your animation to a SWF, place it back
in the layout and remove/hide the original.

For example, you can apply a motion preset to an image that makes it appear to fly in from the left side of the
screen while shrinking and spinning. Use the following tools and panels to animate documents. Click the Play
button to view animation Animation panel Apply a motion preset and edit settings such as duration and speed.
Direct Selection tool and Pen tool Edit the path on which the animated object travels. Timing panel Determine
the order in which objects on a page are animated. Preview panel View the animation in an InDesign panel. A
related type of animation you can add in InDesign is a button rollover effect. For more information, see Create
buttons. Jeff Witchel from Infiniteskills. Animate a document with motion presets Motion presets are
pre-made animations that you can apply to objects quickly. Use the Animation panel to apply motion presets
and change animation settings such as duration and speed. The Animation panel also lets you specify when an
animated object plays. You can import any custom motion preset created in Flash Professional. You can also
save motion presets you create and use them in InDesign or Flash Professional. Animation features are
supported only when exporting to the Adobe Flash Player. They are not supported when exporting to
Interactive PDF. Place the object you want to animate in your document. Specify motion preset options. To
edit the motion path, use the Pen tool and Direct Selection tool. Use the Timing panel to determine the order
of the animation effects. Use the Preview panel to preview the animation in InDesign. To remove animation
from an object, select the object and click the Delete icon in the Animation panel. When certain animation
effects such as Fade In are combined with a page transition or page curl, the animation may not behave as
expected in the Preview panel or in the exported SWF file. For example, objects that are set to "fade in" are
visible while turning the page when they should start as invisible. To avoid this conflict, do not use page
transitions on those pages with animation, and turn off the Include Interactive Page Curl option in the SWF
Export dialog box. Motion presets that may not work as expected with page transitions and page curl include
Appear, Fade In, the various Fly-in presets, Zoom in 2D, and Swoosh. Convert selected objects to a motion
path You can create animation by selecting an object and a path and converting it to a motion path. If you
selected two closed paths, such as two rectangles, the path on top becomes the motion path. Select the object
you want to animate and the path you want to use as the motion path. You cannot convert more than two
selected objects. Change the settings in the Animation panel. Motion preset options Motion preset options
appear in the Animation panel. Click the Properties option to display advanced settings. Name Specify a name
for the animation. Specifying a descriptive name is especially useful when setting up an action that triggers the
animation. Preset Choose from a list of pre-defined motion settings. Choose On Page Click to trigger the
animation when the page is clicked. If you create a button action that triggers the animation, On Button Event
is selected. See Add actions to buttons. You can specify multiple events to start the animation. This option
reverses the action of the animation when the mouse moves off the object. Create Button Trigger Click this
button to trigger the animation from an existing object or button. After you click Create Button Trigger , click
the object that triggers the animation. The object is converted to a button, if necessary, and the Buttons panel
opens. Duration Specify how much time it takes for the animation to occur. Speed Choose an option to
determine whether the animation speed is a steady rate None , starts slowly and speeds up Ease In , or slows
down at the end Ease Out. The following options are available when Properties is expanded. Using this option
is especially useful in slide shows. For example, objects that fly in from off the page can appear on the page
rather than on the pasteboard, improving the appearance of the printed document. This option is similar to
From Current Appearance, only the object finishes in its current location and the motion path is offset. This
option is especially useful for certain presets, such as blurs and fades, to prevent the object from appearing in
an undesirable state at the end of the animation. To Current Location Rotate Specify a rotation angle that the
object completes during the animation. Origin Use the proxy to specify the origin point of the motion path on
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the animated object. Scale Specify a percentage value to determine whether the object increases or decreases
in size during playback. Opacity Choose an option to determine whether the animation remains solid None ,
gradually becomes visible Fade In , or gradually becomes invisible Fade Out. Manage motion presets You can
save animation settings as motion presets that you can easily reuse in InDesign. Save motion presets for reuse
Custom presets appear at the top of the Presets menu in the Animation panel. In the Animation panel, change
the settings as needed. Choose Save from the Animation panel menu. Type a name for the preset and click
OK. You cannot delete the motion presets in brackets that were installed with InDesign. When you delete a
motion preset, it is deleted both from the Presets menu and from the computer. Choose Manage Presets from
the Animation panel menu. Select the preset you want to delete, and click Delete. Duplicate motion presets
Choose Manage Presets from the Animation panel menu. Select the preset you want to duplicate, and click
Duplicate. Select a preset and click Save As. Specify the name and location of the motion preset, and click
Save. Edit a motion path When you select an object that has animation, the motion path appears next to the
object. Ending point To edit a motion path, do any of the following: Use the Direct Selection tool and the Pen
tool to edit a motion path using the same method you use to edit a path. To create a motion path from an
existing path, select a path and an object, and click the Convert To Motion Path button in the Animation panel.
To change the direction of the path, click Properties in the Animation panel, and then choose a setting from
the Animate menu. See Motion preset options. If you want to reverse the path without moving the object,
remove the animation, reverse the path, and then redo the animation. Use the Timing panel to change the
animation order Use the Timing panel to change the order of when animated objects play. The Timing panel
lists the animations on the current spread based on the page event assigned to each animation. For example,
you can change one set of animations that occur when the page is loaded, and then change another set of
animations that occur when the page is clicked. Animated objects are listed in the order they were created.
Animations listed for the Page Load event occur sequentially by default. Animations listed for the Page Click
event are played in sequence each time the page is clicked. You can change the animation order, have objects
play at the same time, and delay animation. To determine whether to edit the timing of Page Load or Page
Click events, choose an option from the Event menu. Page Load and Page Click appear only if one or more
items are assigned to that event. To edit the timing, do any of the following: To change the animation order,
drag items up and down in the list. The top items are animated first. To delay animation, select the item, and
specify the number of seconds of delay. To play multiple animated objects together, select the items in the list,
and click the Play Together button to link the items. To play links items a specific number of times or to loop
them, select all the items that are linked together, and then specify the number of times the animations play
back, or select Loop.
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Chapter 8 : Animate InDesign objects in your documents
For instance, we have animated the wings of one honey bee, saved this animation as a preset, and then applied the
saved preset to animate the wings of other honey bees on the page. Later, we have animated the honey bees to fly
along a customized motion path.

Moving Beyond Print to Digital. A circle indicates the starting position of the animation; an arrow indicates
the direction and the ending position. You can edit this motion preset line to customize the move. For instance,
you can lengthen the line to have the object move along a longer path. Most of the preset motion paths are
straight lines. To create a more natural effect, we like to add curves to these paths so they move slightly up or
down into position. Editing the motion path Select the animated object. The motion preset line appears as a
green line. An arrow indicates the direction of the animation. Click the motion preset line. The line changes
from a motion path to a regular InDesign path. Use the Direct Selection tool to modify the points on the path.
Use the Pen tool, the Pencil tool, or the Smooth tool to add, delete, or modify the points on the path. Deselect
the object to apply the changes. Creating a custom motion path Instead of modifying the built-in motion paths,
you can draw your own motion paths for an animated object. Start by using the Pen tool or the Line tool to
draw the open path that you want to use as a motion path. Select both the path and the object you want to
animate. Click the Convert to Motion Path icon in the Animation panel. This converts the path into a motion
path and opens the animation controls for the object. You can also swap a custom-drawn motion path for one
already applied to an animation object. Select both the drawn path and the animation object. Click the Convert
to Motion Path icon. The new path is applied as the motion path to the animation. The original motion path is
deleted. The Convert to Motion Path icon allows you to use your own paths as the motion paths for
animations. Removing animations If you no longer want an object to be animated, you can convert it back into
an ordinary object. Select the animated object, and in the Animation panel click the Remove Animation icon.
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Chapter 9 : How to Create an Animated Web Banner with InDesign & in5
Get a complete guide to using InDesign's powerful animation features. After laying the groundwork of controlling basic
animations via the Animation and Timing panels, author Diane Burns shows how to customize animation settings and
motion paths and apply multiple animations to objects.

The page layout tool. Lay out the elements as you would normally. Select an element and apply a preset. In
this case, I applied an animation preset to each element on the page and changed the duration of each to 0. The
two rectangles come in together linked using the button at the bottom of the panel , then the text builds one
line at a time. Here are the Liquid Layout settings for the same Text Frame that we looked at above. The
elements in the top left are pinned to the top and the left. Use a transparent background for the banner. Ensure
that no border appears around the content frame. Check out the video below. You no longer need code to loop
your content. You can now use Presentation Mode to auto play and loop. Your in5 output is very flexible. You
can append code to create new functionality. I detailed another method in this post on creating a looping
slideshow. You can also create user-based looping with a button and that can be done completely from
InDesign no extra code. You can test it in the live example below. Would you like to see all the source files
for this web banner? Now check your email to confirm your subscription and get the source files for the in5
web banner. There was an error submitting your subscription. First Name Email Address We use this field to
detect spam bots. If you fill this in, you will be marked as a spammer. Yes, send me the files.
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